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Bdo mobile ranger guide

youtu.be/r7MFSl... Slasses 24.08.2019 Home Hlasses Ranger basic skills build on Black Desert Mobile In this guide you can find basic knowledge build for Ranger We use cookies that give you the best possible experience on our website. By clicking on OK, you agree to our cookie policy. Okay Remember that class guides are a rough interpretation of the class, designed to give
you an idea of class and what you should target. You really should customize the guide and follow your instincts to match your play-style! I also highly recommend viewing as many different resources as possible and gathering as much information as possible about your class before you decide what is best for you and how you play. Class differences are a great place to start,
most have their own guides and resources, as well as a lot of skilled players who are willing to help with issues. I'd also like to shout to the Delti, Wally and Crito from the Rangers break-up. These 3 players have influenced this guide and the way I play Rangers. For more information and links to their guides, see Useful links/credit. Ranger class uses a long bow as its primary
weapon and dagger as its secondary weapon. At level 56, ranger unlocks his alarming weapon, which is a sword. Ranger class has a lot of movement and decency that allows you to eat your target and deal with damage over long and short distances. They have a high attack injury, but a very low defense and are considered a class of glass cannons/assassins. Ranger is more
sane in PVE with a decent clear speed. The main issue is that they ingest me very quickly and will require a lot of potted plants when grinding. In a small scale PvP, the ranger really is the one who can play smartly, on a large scale they can also be strong when they have their Absolute Skills and Rabam skills. The role of ranger in Node Wars/Seige is to stay in the backline and
use his shotgun skills on big groups. Watch the videos below to see some ranger examples in action. Source: PROS High Mobility Ranged and Melee High DPS and burst easy PvE grinding Fun to play CONS High skill ceiling Complex combos Very Low Defense requires mana and stamina management No support skills or self heal Lack of AOE CC Ranger Succession can be
unlocked after level 56 after speaking to the Black Spirit and compulting the Succession quest under the suggestions tab. It will give you a completely separate tree skills that enhances your main hand skills and has only a few waking skills. Your waking weapon still affects your damage to succession, but it's not such a priority. You can get out using green/blue class TRI Ultimate
weapons without losing too much damage. This is because only 30% of your AP awakening is used to damage succession skills, as well as additional information about items such as human/type damage and accuracy. Succession is considered better for the PVE and good in the PVP, but is very weak in 1v1 situations. In each section of the guide, you can find additional
information about succession skills. Skill Before Awakening Skills Build – Level 55 (388 skill points): you have just reached level 50 or you are still nigasing, use this construction to put you in the right direction, which skills you should use. Priorities: Dodging explosion shot, dodging shot, Blasting Gust, Wind filling. Post-Abukeing skill build – Level 56 (452 points knowledge): build
skills (no absolute skills) – Level 60+ (1378 points skill): end-Game build skills (inc. Absolute Skills) – Level 60+ (1731 points of knowledge): prioritizes the build of Awaken Veštine pre-insuction your Absolute Skills.Succesion skill build – Level 56 (600 skill points): High-Tier skill build (1287 skill points): End-Game skill build (1831 skill points): Keys and brackets mean [brackets] you
tap the key. [Q] for example, means that once you touch Q. Keys in round brackets () mean holding the key. For example, (HOLD Q) means holding Q until the next step. (PERMAHOLD Q) means that you hold Q throughout the combined interval. Keys separated by the + symbol must be used at the same time. [Q] + [LMB] for example, means that you touch Q and LMB at the
same time. Keys separated by the symbol &gt;show the order you must follow. For example, [Q] + [LMB] &gt; [F] means to tap Q and LMB at the same time, then tap F [LMB] refers to the left mouse click, [RMB] refers to the right mouse click. Red skill names are optional. Blue skill names are waking skills (level 56+). GENERAL Bow Skill [LMB] This skill is automatically qualified
for and is your car attack. This is a small damage skill that is used to regenerate your mane or collect monsters. You can also hold [SHIFT] for AoE, but this will dry out your me. Using this skill on horseback is AoE without using mana or holding a shift. Dagger protection [RMB] This skill is your offhand car attack. It handles low AoE damage and also reduces the speed of
movement of your goal when you hit. Move Shot (HOLD LMB) + (HOLD A) OR (HOLD D) This skill allows you to run left or right while automatically attacking. This skill is great for collecting monsters when low level/pre-awakening. Call the bar with the knowledge of the land This skill does not have a hot key. He will place a tree on the floor that will increase your accuracy and
accuracy of all nearby flags. You can cancel the animation as soon as you use the skill by pointing in the direction. Example: [A] + [LMB]. You can use Blasting Gust to also cancel it. Spirit Healing Passive This skill is passive and increases the amount of mane you regenerate in the arc arc only and also does not work on AoE skills. It's worth offsetting this passively if you already
have your core build skills because passive is generally quite useless. Awakening: Kamasylven Sword[C] This skill allows you to swap between the main arm and the waking weapon. The skill has different animations, depending on which direction you press the key while switching. When you switch from awakening to awakening, it also gives you a safety on, so you want to
extend the animation as long as possible for the long forward guard. The best use is [A] or [D] + [C]. Walking backwards by waking also gives you a back guard (S block). You can move back diagonally to avoid being enclosed in the animation block and will still be using the forward guard. Spirit's Shackles[E] This skill is your skill. The skill is used in PvP and is very important for
combining and interrupting certain class skills. You can also grab mutliple goals at once (up to 10). She'll knock down the goals if she's successful and give you dp +20 buff for 10 seconds. Guardian[SHIFT] + [Q] This skill gives you a strong awake buff for 30 seconds when used: Attack Speed +30%, Speed of motion +30%, Evasion +15%, Critical hit Chance +20%. Also
recovering +500 MP an allows you to sprint for 10 seconds without spending the stamina. The skill has a 3 minute cooling down. You have great armor when you're using the skill. Kamasylven Sword Training[LMB] This skill is your waking car attack. You can use it with [W], [A], [D] to attack forward or sidways. This skill gives you me back to hit and also gives you a range of
accuracy buff. You can use this skill with a cold blade to quickly get buffers from both skills before you get involved: [S] + [LMB] (x2) &gt; [LMB] (x1). DODGES Evasion (HOLD SHIFT) + [A] OR [S] OR [D] This skill is your strafe. You can run into the side or back. I recommend locking up this skill. Wind Step[RMB] This skill is your memory and uses endurance. Using [RMB] will
move your character back, but you can use [W] + [RMB] to move forward and can also diagonally forward. Your character is invincible while using the skill until it is used while it cools down. You also get dp +10 buff for 10 seconds. It is important to take into account that the collision will occur if it is used forward, but not backwards. If you are in an arc, you can use this skill [W] +
[RMB] to move forward and swap on your wake. Kicks Round Kick [F] Spin kick is one of your kicks. It can be used during sprinting to perform a rechargeable shot and is used in some combined combinations. When used, it will be knockback or knockdown enemies. I personally lock this skill because the combinations in being used are not as good in the current meta. Charging
Kick [W] + [F] Charging Kick will cause your character to kick forward and knock back the enemy. This skill is used with Flow: Call from Sky, which has super armor. ŠKODA Wind Filling (HOLD RMB) + (HOLD SHIFT) Charging wind is your 100% black It's a rage skill. The skill will begin to recharge before turning off the bullet arrow and submsing/backing the enemy (PVE only). It's
important to get Extreme: Filling the wind as soon as possible because it allows you to deliver an extra shot often called a shotgun because of its high damage. To quickly submit it, use the outsm, and then [SPACE]. For example: [Q] + [A] + [LMB] &gt; [SPACE]. The ultimate this skill is often spamed by rangers in both PvP and PvE and you can use Call of the Earth with the skill of
recalling inbetween for the precision buff. Pinpoint [LMB] + [S] This skill fires three arrows very quickly and is great for restoring mane, but is not used often again because it leaves you mobile and vulnerable in PVP. However, it can be combined with other skills to immediately cast. I recommend locking this knowledge to avoid conflicts with other skills, such as Razor Wind.
Descending current (optional) Skill Bar This skill does not have a hotkey and must be made to your bar skills. Once activated, you must hold [LMB] to fire the arrows. This skill is your 200% Black Spirit Rage skill, but it requires you to be immobile while you're casting. The damage to this skill is too great to be used frequently. The only real use for this is to scout ninjas or kunos who
are in camouflage, or in unique situations where you can find a safe place to rain arrows on structures in the node of war. I recommend that you only take this skill if you already have your basic skill. Evasion Shot (HOLD LMB) + [W] OR [A] OR [S] OR [D] This skill allows you to tighten in the direction during an automatic attack. It must have skill and you should level it up to
maximum, as well as getting absolute later, as it is often used to cancel other skills. Razor Wind [E] &gt; (HOLD LMB) This skill is being channelled and is also an AOE skill. However, you cannot move while you are directing, and that makes you very vulnerable. You can cancel the skill by pressing [S], but there will still be a lot of mana. This skill is often used for casting Wind
Filling and Extreme: Wind Charging Very Fast using: [E] &gt; [LMB] + [RMB] + [SHIFT] &gt; [SPACE] Tearing Arrow (Optional) [S] + [E] &gt; (HOLD LMB) This skill is the counter part of Razor Wind. He has a short charge by time and will deal more damage for longer than he is charged. Unlike Razor Wind, this skill does not cost any mana, but will instead regenerate it and slow
down the enemy, and it also uses the effect of bleeding. Personally, I don't use or recommend these skills because of the time it takes to recharge, and that's a lack of damage. However, this does a combination with other skills and is all down to preference at the end of the day. If you decide that you urgently need this knowledge, I recommend that you wait to increase your most
important abilities first. Blasting Gust [Q] This skill will fill the arrow and knockdown the enemies that hit them, along with giving them a dehuaifier evasion. This is a cooler can be ignored, which you make spam skill for the price less damage and not It really costs a lot of mane and stamina to continue to give up skill, but it's a great way to regenerate mane if it hits a big enough
pack. You can combine this skill with Evasion Shot on q cancel, which basically means you can remove the awkward animation at the beginning. To do this, hold [Q] and [A] or [D] or [W] or [S] and select a direction. Will of the Wind [SHIFT] + [Q] This skill is great for grinding low plane mobs and awakening because it can be spammed and has good damage. It also has decent
damage to PVP and can be a good finishing with DP debuff as well. Will of the Wind can be cancelled by skilful evasive shot by pressing [A] or [D] + [F]. Evasive Explosion Shot [RMB] + [S] This skill will cause your character to skip back or bod through the air. It's an important skill because it has and is one of your most excellent people and is often in your super circle. While you
are adjusting, you can use an elusive explosion shot, then press [LMB]. This will release the umbrella arrows (damage the scales with your bow skill – car attack), deal with the high amounts of damage AoE. You can pretty much spam it as much as you like while niving and it makes grinding very easy before awakening. It is also important to take into account if you are in a
watchful position, you can quickly change to your bow using: [RMB] + [A] OR [D] Penetrating Wind Skill Bar &gt; [LMB] to fire This skill can be used for cooling, but it will reset the cooling skills. The skills used in cooling will not have CC and will have reduced damage. Skill is only in PVE, air strike and smashed. It also has a 100% critical hit speed. You can use air strikes by
shutting down other skills such as Razor Wind &gt; Kiss of the Wind and other combinations. You can also hold the RMB after this skill to cancel the animation for it and attack with low wind filling damage. Cold Blade[S] + [LMB] I would not recommend that you balance this skill and honestly you will not use it as often either because it has no protection. You can use this skill with
your Kamaslyven Sword Training (automatic attack) to quickly provide buffers from both skills before incorporation: [S] + [LMB] (x2) &gt; [LMB] (x1). Breezy Blade[LMB] during running/Windstep/Walz of Wind This skill is a short line that deals with damage. It doesn't cost mana to use and instead uses stamina. Skill is a small gap closer with super armor if used off cool. I recommend
that you place this skill on your hotbar, because you can rent it immediately without first using your move. This is useful if you need to quickly evade CC. You should also rehearse that time with this skill and not cancel immediately because it has a long super armor on it's a nod animation at the end. Wailing Wind[Q] This skill handles moderate damage and knocks back goals, as
well as troubleshooting, giving a crit buff and causing bleeding. Skill significantly less harms while it cools, but has additional flow skills: damage and is used as a filler for PVE. This skill also gives you super armor and applied trickiness when used as your 100% Black Spirit Rage skill. Wind waltz[F] + [W] OR [S] This skill can be used for a short forward or backward move with [F] +
[W] OR [S]. You can turn the camera while using the skill to position yourself. It's a high-risk spin that hits all the enemies around you. It does less damage to the cooling and does not take much mana if you spam it. The problem with this skill is that it leaves you very vulnerable and you should use it only when the target is already CC'd. Breezy Blade can be used immediately after
this skill and then Flow: Piercing Wind to deal with a high burst of damage very quickly. Elven Rage[SHIFT] + [RMB] This knowledge corrupts and subtises enemies before you (PVE). It's more of a defensive skill for the PVP and doesn't do much damage. The damage is also reduced in PvP. You get a forward guard while casting skill and super armor while attacking, so it's a good
skill to use when you need to block incoming injuries or dodge CC. Nature trembles [SHIFT] + [LMB] This skill is one of your highest damage skills and has a forward guard. It has a long cool of 21 – 23 seconds, depending on the skill level, so you can't miss it and try to use it only when you have a goal knocked down already. Skill gives -15 DP debuff to opponents and is also your
200% Black Spirit Rage skill that has extra stunning and awesome armor. Flow: Rooting (Optional)[LMB] immediately after Spirit's Shackles This skill is optional and I do not recommend taking. This slightly increases the damage to Spirit's Shackles and does little damage. The problem is that the animation skills are so long that using it you lose the ability to do damage. This can
be useful in some situations if you need to CC aim further with down the smailing for your ants to deal with the damage, but the skill is unprotected and is often too risky and not worth using. Current: Rushing wind[RMB] between breezy blade/wind knot/wind wave This skill is another small gap closer with cooling. It treats a decent amount of damage and also stuns targets (PVE
only), causing very strong divergences. It can be used immediately after the Breezy Blade, Vine Knot and Wind Waltz. The skill also has super armor, which also clings to. Flow: TempestHold [SPACE] during Wailing Wind This skill chain from Wailing Wind to deal with additional damage. It has a cooler of 18 seconds and unlike Wailing Wind it cannot be spamed. Flow: Tempest
will knockdown targets if successfully hit, but the skill is too risky to use because it lacks protection and is mostly used as a filler in PVE. Vine Knot[F] This skill is a lower-risk skill that hits the targets in front of you. It has a floating CC and allows you to do additional damage before canceling in Waltz of Wind (F &gt; S + F). You get a speed attack +10% buff for 10 seconds as well as
this MP +10 per successful hit. The skill is often used in combination for floating CC after grab. Flow: Piercing Wind [SPACE] during breezy blade, after wind rush (just back)/Flow: Rush wind This knowledge allows you to use Ultimate: Wind Filling or Extreme: Charging Wind by some skills. It's great to quickly transition from sword to your bow and deal with high damage. Flow:
Disillusion[LMB] while Elven Rage This skill is an additional skill Elven Rage. This is a 100% chance of Critical Hit and also has a small chance to float the target. You remain completely vulnerable when using the stream though and would not recommend using it in PVP. This can be useful as a filler in PVE though. RegenerationSkill Bar This skill is a high-risk skill that hits all the
enemies around you. It recovers a lot of MP when used on a large pack of mobs, and also has a small chance of knocking down targets and has a downsmash as well. When you use the skill, you get attack speed +10% for 10 sk buff. This is one of your important CC skills in PVP and has a long cool down, so you need to be careful not to suppress skills. It's also your 50% Black
Spirit Rage skill and has great armor when used with Rage. SUCCESSIONSUKCESIJA: Feathers of the LemoriaPassive This knowledge increases the range of your skills. Prime: Wind SpiritPassive This skill increases your max endurance by 300 Primenumbers: Spirit's BlessingPassive This skill can be straightened up to increase your Ranged AP. Prime: Feathers
ghosts[SHIFT] + [E] This is your buffet for succession, has 3 minutes of cooling and gives followers buffs for 30 seconds: Attack speed +30%, Critical hit rate +20%, Speed Movement +30%, All Evasion Rate +15%, All Accuracy Rate +15%, Recovery MP +500. The skill also has super armour when using it and you won't spend your stamina during the sprint of the first 10 seconds
of the buffet. Prime: Wind filling (HOLD RMB) + (HOLD SHIFT) Prime: The charging wind has super armor during charging skills and has less damage when not charged. You can move with knowledge that is fully filled if you take the skill flow: Wings of Freedom. Skill has knockback and knockdown in PVE as well as air strike and down smash. Prime: Penetrating WindSkill Bar
&gt; [LMB] to fire This skill can be used for cooling, but it will reset cooling skills. The skills used in cooling will not have CC and will have reduced damage. Skill is only in PVE, air strike and smashed. It also has a 100% critical hit speed. You can use air strikes by shutting down other skills such as Razor Wind &gt; Kiss of the Wind and other combinations. You can also hold the
RMB after this skill to cancel the animation for it and attack with low wind filling damage. Prime: Razor Wind [E] &gt; (HOLD LMB) This knowledge is channelly and is also an AOE skill. However, you cannot move while you are directing, and that makes you very vulnerable. You can cancel your knowledge by pressing [S], but it will still A lot of mana. This skill is often used for
casting Wind Filling and Extreme: Charging Wind very quickly using: [E] &gt; [LMB] + [RMB] + [SHIFT] &gt; [SPACE]Prime: Tearing the arrow[S] +[E]This skill has one of the higher individual target injuries. The last hits also knockback, but every hit before that must land to be successful. You can instantly submit this skill directly after dodging the explosion shot as well. Prime:
Blasting Gust[Q] This skill has knowledge of good hits and is mostly used as one target CC in PVP because the damage from the skill is distributed, resulting in damage to the PVE. For more information, check the usual description of the version of this skill (higher up). There's also the skill Of Prime: Ultimate Blasing Gust, which adds super armor to skill, but only when you're
shooting during skill. You can use the Ultimate version by holding [LMB] after Blasting Gust. Prime: Extreme WindSPACE charging according to certain skills This skill is the following version of a well-known shotgun skill. The skill is not as great as it used to be because of the split damage and the way the designs work. This is mostly a filler in the PVE, but does not address the
high damage to uniform targets. You can submit this skill by pressing SPACE by most skills. Prime: Nature's Tremble[W] +[C] This skill is one of the only waking skills in the succession kit. It has a DP -15 for 10 second debuff when used at the destination. Skill can also stun in the PVE and have a forward guard. Prime: Regeneration[S] + [C] This skill is one of the only waking
skills in the succession kit. This skill is a high-risk skill that hits all the enemies around you. It recovers a lot of MP when used on a large pack of mobs, and also has a small chance of knocking down targets and has a downsmash as well. When you use the skill, you get attack speed +10% for 10 sk buff. This is one of your important CC skills in PVP and has a long cool down, so
you need to be careful not to suppress skills. The following skill combinations are basic combinations and some additional tips/tricks for your class. I recommend using video guides to learn more complex skill combinations, as it is much easier to see exactly what you should do instead of reading it and trying to ov your head around everything. The Useful Links section and the end
of the guide provide some recommended combined skill videos! The keys in the square brackets [indicate] that you tap the key. [Q] for example, means that once you touch Q. Keys in round brackets () mean holding the key. For example, (HOLD Q) means holding Q until the next step. (PERMAHOLD Q) means that you hold Q throughout the combined interval. Keys separated by
the + symbol must be used at the same time. [Q] + [LMB] for example, means that you touch Q and LMB at the same time. Keys separated by the symbol &gt;show the order you must follow. For example, [Q] + [LMB] &gt; [F] means that you simultaneously tap Q and LMB, then tap F [LMB] refers to the left mouse click, [RMB] is right-click on. Mouse. Required skills: Bow skill,
Semi-directional kick, Ultimate: Evasive Shot (PERMAHOLD LMB) + (PERMAHOLD F) &gt; [A] OR [D] Every time you tap A or D you strafe to the side and quickly shoot your car attack once. This combination is great for regenerating your mane while still kiting. It doesn't cost stamina, however, and it will run off quite quickly if you repeatedly use this combination. Required skills:
Bow skill, polemic shot, Wind riding, Final: Elusive shot (HOLD LMB) + (HOLD F) + (HOLD A) OR (D)+ (HOLD SPACEBAR) Using this you strafe to the side and quickly fire your car attack once and then go into the skill riding the wind. This combination gives you more mobility than the one above. Necessary skills: Elusive explosion shot [RMB] + [A] OR [S] OR [D] &gt; [LMB] You
jump into the air either back, left or right, then drop the umbrella arrows. This attack is one of your main AoE combos before awakening and will also knock down the enemy. But it's pretty close. Necessary Skills: Blasting Gust, Ultimate: Evasive Shot (Core Ranger Mechanics) (PERMAHOLD LMB) + (PERMAHOLD Q) &gt; (HOLD A) OR (HOLD D) OR (HOLD W) OR (HOLD S)
This combination allows you to instantly submit Blasting Gust while being on the page. If the skill wasn't on the cold, she's going to knock down the enemy. Multiple use will quickly dry you up stamina, but it is a good way to regenerate your mane if you are against a large pack of mobs. This combination is often called Q cancel. With Q canceling, you can stop the animation from
the Earth Call and submit it immediately. [SPACE] can be used after this combination to add a shotgun for high damage. Necessary skills: Dash Kick, Flow: Call from Sky, Evasive Explosion Shot (Core Ranger Mechanics) [W] + [F] &gt; [SPACEBAR] &gt; [LMB] OR [RMB] This combination will kick you forward, then make a jump through the air. The last part can be used in one of
two ways. Using [LMB] at the end of the combined part will release the arrow umbrella, while [RMB] will perform on 3. This combination is useful for kiting in PvP because you are invisible between Flow: Call from Sky and Evasive Explosion Shot. Required skills: Ultimate: Evasion Shot, Will of the Wind (Core Ranger Mechanics) [F] + [A] OR [D] This combination allows you to
instantly submit Will of the Wind without the terrible animation it has. It is widely used in PVP and PVE. Required Skills: Razor Wind, Ultimate: Evasive Shot, Ultimate: Charging Wind (Core Ranger Mechanics) [E] &gt; [LMB] + [RMB] + [SHIFT] &gt; [SPACE] This combination allows you to immediately give away the Wind Filling and then Final: Wind Filling for a Quick Burst of
Damage. It's easy to use it because it doesn't have protection. Necessary skills: Wind Step, Breezy Blade, Flow: Rushing Wind, Elusive Explosion Shot (Core Ranger Mechanics) [W + RMB] &gt; [LMB] &gt; [RMB] &gt; [RMB] &gt; [LMB] &gt; [A] + [RMB] This combined element is a super armored rotation that you can use. It is very difficult to extract and can have a slight any
animation because each of the skills still has super armor/i-frame on them and should not be canceled immediately. Necessary skills: Spirit's Shackles, Wind Surge, Breezing Blade, Flow: Rushing Wind, Vine Knot, Nature's Tremble (Abukening PVP skill combo) [E] &gt; [W] + [F] &gt; [LMB] &gt; [RMB] &gt; [F] &gt; [F] + [S] &gt; [SHIFT] + [LMB] This is a PVP combo you use after
the successful grab. Necessary skills: Spirit's Shackles, Wind Waltz, Breeing Blade, Flow: Hurry up winds, regeneration, Rushed nature (Abukening PVP skill combo) [E] &gt; [W] + [F] &gt; [LMB] &gt; [RMB] &gt; (Quickslot: Regeneration) &gt; [SHIFT] + [LMB] This is the second variant of PVP comboa that you can use after a successful grabu flight. Locked Skills These are the
skills I recommend locking in order to avoid suing combinations between PVP. To lock the skill, press the lock icon at the top of each skill icon in the Skills window (K). Absolute Skills Below are recommended Absolute skills that you must adopt in order of priorities: Absolutely: Blasting Gust – Requires Level 57 (32 Skill Points)Absolutely: Extreme Wind Filling – Requires Level 60
(56 Skill Points)Absolute: Will of the Wind – Requires Level 58 (24 Skill Points)Absolute: Evasive Explosion Shot – Requires Level 57 (28 3 Skill Points)Absolute: Evasive Shot – Requires Level 56 (16 Skill Points) Rabam Skills Level 56 – [SHIFT] + [X]Tearing Shot – Requires [Blasting Gust III] (Preferred Choice)Squall Shot – Requires [Wind Punch IV] i [Penetrating Wind IV] I
strongly recommend that you take shot Rabam. Skill has a longer range and stunning is useful for further steps with Blasting Gust. You can also use SHIFT to control when the skill ends, while Squal Shot will lock you into the animation when it ends and will not work on some terrain. Level 57 – [SHIFT] + [Z]Roar arrow – Request [Final: Scraping Arrow] and [Razor Wind V]
(Preferred choice for succession large volume PVP)Furious arrow – Request [Finishing: Scraping arrow] and [Penetrating Wind IV] (Preferred choice)I recommend that Fury arrow Rabam skill. It has faster imagery and can make CC targets faster. This is good for the node wars, where other players can follow on CC. Skills Accessories Below are some examples of skill reassers
that you can accept. I recommend experimenting with supplements and finding out what's best for you, as it really depends on your personal preference and how you play your class. If you are simply not sure what to take, then you can blindly follow the below example and will still be effective. For a complete list of all ranger Skill Add-on accessories you can also check out our
skills guide. PVP skill accessories [Awakening][Level 50] Blasting GustInflicts 45 Pain Injuries on 3 sec for 12 secPVP Attack +5 to 5 sec[Level 52] Penetration Wind Inflicts 40 Poison Damage per 3 sec for 18 secAll Accuracy +5% for 12 sec[Level 54] Evasive 50 Burn Damage per 3 sec. for 9 sec. for 9 sec. za targetAll Attack Speed +7% za 5 sek[Level 56] 56] BladeInflicts 70 Burn
Damage per 3 sec for 9 secAll Attack Speed +7% for 5 sec[Level 58] Vine KnotInflicts 40 Poison Damage per 3 sec for 18 secAll Accuracy +5% for 12 sec. for self[Level 60] Nature's TrembleAll Critical Hit Rate +10% for 9 secInflicts 45 Bleed Damage per 3 sec for 15 sec PVE Skill Add-ons [Awakening][Level 50] Charging WindAttack against monsters +20 for 8 sec. for selfCritical
Hit Rate +10% for 9 sec. for self[Level 52] Will of the WindAttack Speed +7% for 5 sec. for selfAll Accuracy +5% for 12 sec. for self[Level 54] Razor WindAttack against monsters +20 for 8 sec. for selfAttack Speed +7% for 5 sec. for self[Level 56] Wailing WindAttack against monsters +20 for 8 sec. for selfAttack Speed +10% for 5 sec. for self[Level 58] Waltz of WindCritical Hit
Rate +10% for 9 sec. for selfAttack Speed +7% for 5 sec. for self[Level 60] RegenerationCritical Hit Rate +20% for 9 sec. for selfAttack against monsters +30 for 8 sec. for self PVP Skill Add-ons [Succession][Level 50] Will of the WindAll Accuracy +5% for 12 sec. za selfAttack Speed +7% za 5 sek. za sebe[Level 52] Razor WindNatakni na monstrume +20 za 8 sekNatak Speed
+7% za 5 sek. za sebe[Level 54] Napjev WindAll Accuracy +5% za 12 sek. za selfCritical Hit Rate +10% za 9 sec. za self[Level 56] Prime: Evasive ExplNalet na monstrume +20 za 8 secMoovement Speed +7% za 10 sek. za sebe[Level 58] Na Tremble's TrembleAttack against monsters +30 for 8 secAttack Speed[Level 60] RegenerationAttack against monsters +30 for 8
secCritical Hit Rate +20% za 9 sek. za self PVE Skill Add-ons [Succession][Level 50] Blasting GustAttack Speed +4% for 5 sec. for selfPVP Attack +5 for 5 sec. for self[Level 52] Tearing ArrowAll Accuracy +5% for 12 sec. for selfMovement Speed -7% for 7 sek. za cilj[Raven 54] Puščica za polnjenjeVse točnost +5% za 12 sek. Za selfCritical Hit Rate +10% za 9 sek. za self[Level
56] Razor WindAll Accuracy +3% for 12 sec. for selfAttack Speed +7% for 5 sec. for self[Level 58] Will of WindAttack Speed +7% for 5 sec. for self[Level 58] Will of WindAttack Speed +7% for 5 sec. za selfAll Accuracy +5% for 12 sec. for self[Level 60] Evasive Explosion ShotAll Defense +15 for 10 sec. for selfMovement Speed +7% for 10 sec. for self Weapons/Armor The best
weapons in the game are currently dropped from World Bosses.For more information on this click here to view our World Bosses guide. Primarno orožje: Rosar Rosar (ali Jurija, če ni na voljo) je tisto, kar bi morali biti cilj, da raven svoj značaj. Povečajte ga na vsaj +7 za niviranje in nato PRI ali višje čim prej, če nimate Liverto/Kzarka. Jaz bi ga dobil na DUO na najvišji potem cilj za
Liverto/Kzarka. Cilj kupiti +15 Rosar, če lahko shranite svoje povečanje sredstev. Idealno boste želeli kupiti ali narediti končni (rumeni) za zapiranje AP razlike. Poskrbite, da boste uporabili tudi gem reže, da bi dobili vaš Napad Hitrost in Kritični Hit do 5. LivertoLiverto je četrti najmočnejši mainhand in veliko lažje pridobiti in izboljšati kot I personally wouldn't invest in Liverta
because it's just going to slow down your promotion. Get to the kzarka as soon as possible. If you already have liverta and have already invested in it, you will want to upgrade to PRI or higher as soon as possible. I recommend that I get it at TRI maximum and then really want to switch to Kzarka. Liverto has slightly more AP than Rosar, but it also has a critical Hit Rate +3 effect.
Kzarka Kzarka is the main weapon you will use. It has the same AP as Liverto, but more precision and attack speed +3 element effect. Offin TettOffin Tett weapon is usually not worth investing in due to loss in accuracy. This can help you press on the next AP bracket, but on the higher AP brackets the additional AP that you will get is smaller and you will lose hit chance% at the
same time on both your awakening and your awakening. So you really actually are losing the damage in general because you won't hit the enemy as much (unless they are full of DR). Offin Tett can be good when you reach certain AP brackets and if your class does not depend on accuracy as much as others, but if you are not sure whether you should use this weapon or not, it is
much safer to just use Kzarka. Blackstar Blackstar is considered currently the best in the mainhand arms slot with a higher AP base than Kzarka. They must be manufactured using elements in the Star's End and then after questline. The weapon is also harder to improve, so most players switch to Blackstar only when they already have TET Kzaraka and a very tall AP without
easier upgrades. It has damage to all types of +10 and attack speed +3 effect item, as well as other bonuses when increased. But weapons cannot be improved with caphras stones. Blackstar is considered the best for PVE at the end, but eventually PEN Kzarka will be outscale. Offhand Weapons: The bronze dagger bronze dagger is your offhand accuracy and is the best offhand
to go with if you are a beginner. Currently considered the best offhand for PVP, if you don't have Bheg's gloves or Liverto/Kzarka and also with the ultimate tool of the game, it is especially effective against high enemy/class evasion. The dagger for closed magic power is the equivalent of a bronze dagger +15 and is given to you for free with the help of Black Spirit quests. Instead,
I'd use it while you straighten it out until you get a bronze dagger. Increase it to at least +7 for niving and then PRI or higher as soon as possible. The goal is to buy +15 if you can save funds to increase. Ideally you will want to buy or make the final (yellow) as well. Steel Dagger Steel is the best green class offhand that you can use for PVE if you have Bheg's and Liverto/Kzarka. In
general, it is safer to continue using the Bronze Dagger and then get kutum when you have silver and means of improvement. Kutum Dagger This dagger gives a mixture of AP and DP with added monster damage and precision. Kutum's weapon also has 10% ignore resistance. Senior AP makes this weapon best in slots PVE and is also good for PVP in late play. When you're 261
(using Nouver) it's actually better to use Nouver in PVE, as well as because of the AP bonus that he put in the AP brackets. When you reach more than 261 AP (with Kutum) it is better to switch back to Kutum for PVE. More information about AP and DP brackers can be found hereThi also has 2 crystal slots. The Kutum dagger can also be modified with the Garmoth fire inverted to
give additional rectituities (Max HP +150, Max Stamina +100, Special Attack Evasion Rate +10%). Nouver Dagger Nouver is currently considered the best in-range selection for Ranger for PVP until you reach very high AP brackets. Before switching to this device, you must aim for three tools. The dagger gives a clean AP and all resistance +10% effect of the item and can be
modified by inverted Fire Garmotha for additional state (Max HP +150, Max Stamina +100, Special Attack Rate Evasion +10%). When you're 261 (using Nouver) it's actually better to use Nouver in PVE, as well as because of the AP bonus that he put in the AP brackets. When you reach more than 261 AP (with Kutum) it is better to switch back to Kutum for PVE. More information
about AP and DP brackers you can find hereAuting weapons: Young Tree Spirit's Kamasylven Sword This is a green-grade sword sold by some blacksmith/armory. This sword has a lower AP than other options, but it is still possible for PvE due to damage against each type of +5 effect element. It's also much cheaper to improve and repair max endurance than other options, so if
you don't have a lot of money or participate in a lot of PvP, then this weapon is a good alternative until you get dandelion. This weapon is the blue sword we give you when you're done waking up looking for it. The only ways to acquire this sword are through quest or night vendor. It's hard to get and can be more expensive to repair. The sword is good for PvP and has a higher AP
than the Sword of Young Tree Spirit, and has a human /7 effect effect. Dragon Slayer Kamasylven SwordDragon Slagon Weapons are very comparable to dandelion weapons with their stand. They have a slightly less AP, but they are much cheaper to repair and much less soothing. However, the Weapon of the Dragon Exorcist cannot be placed on the market and must be made
by the player himself. Dandelion Kamasylven Sword Dandelion weapons are bis awakened weapons. It's a much higher AP, but it can only be obtained from the Regration Weapons Box (Karanda world boss loot) or from a night vendor. Armour: The best armor in the game is currently being shoved off by the bosses. First, you'll want to get boots and gloves. Griffon helmet (helmet)
– dropped from Griffons to Kamaslyvia. Dim Tree Spirit's Armor (chest) – dropped from Dim Tree Spirit. Bheg's Gloves (gloves) – fell off from Bheg. Urugon's Shoes (shoes) – dropped from Urugon (Gaifinrasia Raid Captain Scroll). Giath Helmet (Helmet) Alternative Choice fell from Giath. Muskan's Shoes (shoes) alternative choice- dropped from The Monastery Leader.The best in
the slot armor is Griffon's Helmet, Dim Tree Spirit's Armor, Bheg's Gloves and Urugon's Shoes. The full set will give you maximum MP/WP/SP +100, Maximum HP +200, Max Stamina +200, Attack Speed +1, Casting Speed +1, Motion Speed +1 and All Resists 5%. You will also get higher accuracy, evasion and damage reduction from these pieces. In the meantime you should
use one of the following armor kits: The popular choice of armor for the Ranger is to go full grunil set because it increases your maximum HP and will give you 2 sockets on each piece, along with an additional AP+7 bonus set. Another advantage of using this set is that it is edible in each class, allowing you to easily switch to another class. The Full Heve set is also a very popular
choice because it has an easier transition to boss gear meanwhile. As soon as you get one of the boss's points with Grunil, you lose a set of bonuses that Grunil is weaker. Another alternative is to use it is the Akum set. It has a comparable state with boss armor and also a very useful set effect that gives Damage Reduction and Hidden AP. If you are not able to get boss armor,
then Akum has set a good cheap alternative that will be good for both PVP and PVP and PV. Investing in this set can slow you down in moving towards softcap, but it's much cheaper when you factor in repair and improvement. Add-ons there are many options when it comes to add-ons and it really depends on what you can get in your hands. Earrings:If available I recommend
using Asulin Crimon Eye earrings (Asula Set) if you are new to the game, it gives you 7 AP and also has very good set bonuses. Otherwise, use Bares earrings for 2 AP and switch to a witch's earring for 5 AP as soon as possible. You want to target duo/three witch earrings (9 AP/11 AP) before swapping on DUO Tungrad earrings (11 AP) due to the huge cost difference. Tungrad
earrings are one of the best earrings you can get. Another alternative are Black distorted earrings that give the highest amount of AP (21 AP per PEN), but also reduce your DP. Red coral earrings are also very good on the ranger because they give precision and also have a little AP. I recommend only using Red Coral Earrings if the earring is DUO or higher though or you will
miss out on too much AP. Capotia's earring is also noteworthy. It's available at 62+ level only, but it's a very good earring because of the high AP. Make a complete backup for improvement and is basically a free TRI Tungrad earring. Base DUO TRI/TRI/TRI/DUO TET/TRI/TET TRI/TET 7 AP 9 AP 10/11/8/11 AP 10/13/13/13 AP 15/15 AP Name Basic Statese Increase Bares
Earring 2 AP 1 AP Jarette's The Postpad (Jarette Set) 4 AP 4-Piece Set Bonus: Attack +5 6-Piece Set Bonus: Attack +10Accuracy 2Hidden Evasion 1 Can Be Enhanced Asula's Crimon Eye Dry (Asula Set) 7 APHealth 25 3-Piece Set Bonus: +300 5-Piece Set Bonus: Acurracy +20 Unable to Improve Blue Coral Earring 4 AP Max MP/WP/SP +25Akuracy 2 Red Coral Earring 2 AP
Precision 14 Max Endurance +50 2 AP To +4 Shut-off Blue Whale Molar 5 AP Fugitive Khalik's 5 AP Max Stamina +50 Max MP/WP/SP +50Accuracy 2 2 AP Max Stamina +20 Max MP/WP/SP +20Akuracy 2 Tungrade 7 AP Black Spirit Rage +10%Accuracy 2 Capotia 13 APAccuracy 8 Accuracy 1 (alternating)DP 1 (na Nameless) The unicas of black distortion:If available I
recommend using the Asula's Crimon Eye Ring (Asula Set) if you are new to the game, thisgives you 7 AP and 2 DP as well as damage reduction and strong set bonuses. Otherwise use bares rings for 2 AP and as soon as possible switch to Mark of Shadow for 5 AP. Sahazadov monarch ring is also available in Valencia baths I and II. It can't be improved, but it's a good
alternative until you get the Ring of Crescent Guardian or Mark of Shadow at PRI/DUO. Currently the best in the slot is the Tungrad Ring.The Capotia Ring is also worth mentioning. It's available at 61+ level only, but it's a very good ring because of the high AP. It makes a full backup for improvement and is basically a free TRI Ring of Crescent Guardian. BASE PRI PRI/DUO
DUO/TRI TET/TET 5 AP 7 AP 8/9 AP 11/11 AP 14 AP 17/18 AP Item Name Basic State Increase Increase Bares Ring 2 AP 1 AP Jarette's Ring (Jarette Set) 4 AP 4-Piece-Set Bonus: Attack +0 5 6-piece Set Bonus: Attack +10Accuracy 2Hidden Evasion 1 Can Be Enhanced Asula's Crimson Eye Ring (Asula Set) 7 AP2 DPDamage Reduction +2 3-Piece Set Bonus: Health +300 5-
Piece Set Bonus: Acurracy +20 Can Not Be Enhanced Blue Coral Ring 5 AP Max MP/WP/SP +25Accuracy 2 1 APMax MP/WP/SP +5Accuracy 2 Mark of Shadow Sahazad's Ring of Monarch 7 AP Max HP +25 Can be Enhanced Ring of Crescent GuardianOREye of the Ru Ring Capotia Ring 14 APAkuracy 8 Accuracy 1 (on the missed)AP 1 (name) Tungrad Ring 6 APAccuracy 2
3 APAccuracy 2 Necklace:If available I recommend using Asuline eye necklace Crimon Eye ( Asula Set) you are new to the game, it gives you 11 AP and 3 DP, as well as damage reduction and an amazing bonus set. Otherwise, use the Bares Necklace for 4 AP and improve it on DUO/TRI for 8 AP/10 AP. Improving Bares necklaces is much cheaper than using uninflated BiS
necklaces. Then you want to swap on SERAP's DUO or PRI Ogre/Tungrad.Manos necklaces are also an alternative to PvP if you don't have DUO Seraps already, due to their item effects. I personally wouldn't bother with them though, because you'll want as much AP as possible. BASE PRI DUO / PRI TRI / DUO TRI / TRI TET 11 AP 12 AP 16 / 15 AP 20 / 20 AP 25 / 25 AP 30
AP Item name Basic state Increase enlarge bares Necklace 4 AP 2 AP Jarette's Neckla (Jarette Set) 7 APAccuracy 2Hidden Evasion 1 4-Piece Set Bonus: Attack +5 6-Piece Set Bonus: Attack +10 Can Be Enhanced Asula's Crimson Eye Necklace (Asula Set) 11 AP3 DPDamage +3 3-delni Set Bonus: Zdravje +300 5-delni Set Bonus: Acurracy +20 Ne more biti okrepljen
starodavni zaščitni tesnalnik (Ancient Weapon Core Set) 6 AP 3 DP Set Effect: Točnost +20Akuracy 4Damage Reduction 3 2 AP 1 DPAccuracy 4Damage Reduction 1 Manos Ogrlica – Topaz 6 AP Knockdown/ Bound Resistance +30%Accuracy 4 3 AP Knockdown/ Bound Resistance +2%Accuracy 4 Manos Necklace – Ruby 6 AP Grapple Resistance +30%Accuracy 4 3 AP
Grapple Resistance +2%Accuracy 4 Manos Necklace – Smaragdna 6 AP St St /Ukočenost/ Odpornost na zamrzavanje +30%Točnost 4 3 AP Omamljavanje/ukočenost/ Odpornost na zamrzavanje +2%Točnost 4 Manos Ogrlica – Dijamant 6 AP Odpornost na sva statusna anomalija +10%Točnost 4 3 AP Odpornost na vse statusne anomalije +1%Točnost 4 Manos Ne Ogrlica –
Sapphire 6 AP Knockback/ Floating Resistance +30%Accuracy 4 3 AP Knockback/ Floating Resistance +2%Accuracy 4 Sicil's Necklace 7 AP 3 DPEvasion 3Hidden Evasion 6 3 AP 2 DPEvasion 2Hidden Evasion 4 Serap's Necklace 8 AP 4 APAccuracy 4 Ogre RingORLatenn's Power Stone Tungrad Ogrlica 10 AP Black Spirit Rage +20%Točnost 4 5 AP Natančnost 4 Pas: Če je
na voljo priporočam uporabo Asulinega Crimon Eye Belta (Asula Set), če ste novi v igri, vam to daje 6 AP in ima neverjetne set bonuse. Sicer uporabite Bares Belt za 2 AP in zamenjajte na Tree Spirit Belt čim prej za več AP in visoko natančnost. Želite si prizadevati za PRI /DUO Tree Spirit Belt pred zamenjavo na DUO Basilisk's, ker je veliko cenejši in lažje dobiti do. Basilisk's
Belt in Valtarra so zelo dobri pasovi, vendar Tungrade je trenutno najboljši v režah. Base DUO TRI / PRI DUO TRI / TRI TET 6 AP 7 AP 9 / 8 AP 11 AP 14 / 14 AP 17 AP Item Name Osnovna stats Enhance Increase Bares Belt 2 AP Mejna teža +40 1 AP Jarette's Belt (Jarette Set) Natančnost 2 Skrita utaja 1 4-Piece Set Bonus: Attack +5 6-Piece Set Bonus: Attack +10 Cannot be
Enhanced Asula's Crimson Eye Belt 6 AP 3-Piece Set Bonus: Health +300 5-Piece Set Bonus: Acurracy +20 Cannot be Enhanced Ancient Weapon Core (Ancient Guardian Seal Set) 4 AP 4 DP Weight Limit +60 LTDamage Reduction 4Accuracy 2 Set Effect: Accuracy +20 1 AP 1 DP Weight Limit +10 LTDamage Reduction 1Accuracy 2 Tree Spirit Belt 5 AP Accuracy +6 Weight
Limit +0 80 LT 2 AP Točnost +10 Basilisk's Belt 5 AP Weight Limit +80 LTAccuracy 2 Valtarra Eclipsed Belt 5 AP Health 0 Weight Limit 80LT Accuracy 2 Tungrad Belt 6 AP Black Spirit's Bes 20% Weight Limit 80LT Accuracy 2 Sockets (Crystals) To so primer najboljših vtičnic za vaš razred in tisti, ki jih rad uporabljam. Stanejo veliko srebra. Black Magic Crystal – Natančnost
x2(orožje) Natančnost 8, Prezri vse odpornosti 10% Pokvarjen Magic Crystal x2(podorožje) Kritično Hit Damge +10%, Vse AP +2, All Damage Reduction -2, 2 set: Critical Hit Damage +2% HAN Magic Crystal – Hoom x2(helmet) Hoom 4 set – 8 Accuracy, 7% Resistance, 420 HP, 10 Damage Reduction, 8 Evasion BON Magic Crystal – Cobelinus x2 (chest) Max HP +150, Weight
Limit +20 LT, All Damage Reduction JIN Black Magic Crystal – Viper x2(gloves) Attack speed +1, Casting Speed +1, Accuracy 20 HAN Magic Crystal – Hoom x2(shoes) Hoom 4 set – 8 Accuracy, 7% Resistance, 420 HP, 10 Damage Reduction, 8 Evasion These are an example of some cheaper crystals for your class if you don't have as much to and want to go crystal cheaps that
you will aid while grinding. Magic Crystal of Infinity – Extraction x2(weapon) MP/WP/SP Recovery +1 on Attack Magic Crystal of Infinity – Critical x2(sub-weapon) Additional critical damage hit +10% Ancient Magic Crystal – Harphia x2(kaciga) Max HP +50 &amp; HP Recovery +5 Black Magic Crystal – Cobelinus x2 (Chest) Max HP +100 &amp; Weight Limit +20LT &amp; All
Damage Reduction +2 Magic Crystal of Infiity – Assault x1(gloves) Attack Speed +2 Magic Crystal of Infiity – Valor x1(gloves) Critical Hit +2 Black Magic Crystal – Hystria x2 (shoes) Weight Limit +20LT &amp; Movement Speed +1 &amp; Max Stamina +150 Example Gear Builds I strongly recommend that I BDOPLANNER.COM how to help you plan your build and follow the



progress. The grad you choose depends entirely on your game mode and on which role you want to play in PVP. Below are some examples of builds to help you decide what's best for you. Niving build – [LINK]Here's what to aim for when niving and before you get your boss gear. First, focus on increasing weapons and then on armor. Try also finishing all your pieces as soon as
possible, especially your armor, because it will give a pretty big DP boost. Click the image to view the larger Low-Tier construction – [LINK]Here's the low level of construction you want to use if you want to improve your equipment before you get the chief gear. You may want to use red coral earrings or magic earrings instead of Asula earrings, but they can be quite expensive
compared to the rest of the tool. Click the image to view the larger Mid-Tier build – [LINK]Here's a middle tier build to use when you have a boss gear. You want to strive to get TRI as soon as possible and then work on your add-ons. If it is possible to use a TRI Red Coral earring and then you can replace the bronze dagger for Nouver in most cases until you have at least 320
accuracy when using Nouver. Instead, you can also use TET heve and TRI Muskan shoes, but griffoni and Urugon shoes are currently considered best in the slot in meta gear. Click the picture to view the moreJoftcap build – [LINK]Here's what you want to strive for if you're designed. It takes a long time to get to this stage, and there are a lot of small improvements and other add-
ons you'll use along the way, but it's ideal your softcap build for PVP. For PVE, you want to use Kutum with a broken magic crystal. When you reach 261 AP with Nouver, you will want to stop using Kutum for PVE, however, until you reach 265 AP with Kutum. After a number of tests, it is confirmed that Nouver performs better in these brackets than Kutum. More information about
AP and DP brackers can be found You may also want to consider starting to put Caphras stones in your equipment for to help you get to the next AP volume. Start by getting level 4 in the main hand for an additional 4 AP. Then you'll want to move to placing level 2 in each armor piece before putting them all the way to Level 4 as well. Click the image to view the multiJojo game
build – [LINK]Here's what to end the goal. It takes a long time to get to this stage, and there are a lot of small improvements and other additions you'll use along the way, but this is ideally your ultimate game build for PVP. Make sure to caphras rocks in your equipment for extra stats. You can also replace both Black Magic Crystal – Precision for Crystal of Elkarr (the best in the
slot), but these are very expensive and harder to get. For PVE, you want to use Kutum with a broken magic crystal. When you reach 261 AP with Nouver, you will want to stop using Kutum for PVE, however, until you reach 265 AP with Kutum. After a number of tests, it is confirmed that Nouver performs better in these brackets than Kutum. More information about AP and DP
brackers can be found here For PVP, it really depends. If you only do tier 1 node wars for example, then it is better to stick with Kutum because the AP node is capped i so and the additional DP can push you to a higher DP bracket. Click the image to view the larger When grinding use EXP Elixirs and Milky Tea or a simple cron meal and the beast is a ugas. For your rotating food
in PVP (node wars/underpness), I would recommend using Knight Combat Rations, Valencia Special, Kamaslyvia Meal and King of the Jungle Hamburger and in that order. This takes 2-hour preliminary. If you are late or lazy, you can use the Exquisite Cron Meal. You will also need to use Elixir of Shock to have 5 crit. If you can't do this, then you'll need to use Margoria Seafood
instead of a Kamaslyvia Meal. Guests can also use the Valencia special meal and the Kamaslyvia special meal, so it takes 120 minutes. Recipes for these are: ICON RESULT INGREDIENTS USE Knight Combat Rations Dark Pudding x1, Sandwich sa ham x1, wax wine x1, Meat Croquette x1 All Attack +5, Damage against human race +5, All Damage Reduction +5 for 120
minutes Valencia Meal Teff Sandwich x1, King of Jungle Hamburger x1, Couscous x1, Fig Pie x2, Date Palm Wine x2 Nullifying all Resistances +4%, Resistance in all Debuffs +4%, All Evasion +10, Damage Reduction from Monsters -6% for 110 minute Kamaslyvia Meal Rainbow Button Mushroom Sandwich x1, Coconut Pasta x1, Smokh Pit x1, voce wine x2, rainbow button gible
cheese melting x1 Max HP +150, Max Stamina +200, Back Attack Damage +5% for 110 minute King of Jungle Hamburger Teff Bread x4 , Pickled vegetables x2 , lion meat x4, nut nut x3 Ignores all resistance +3%, Critical damage hit +5% for 110 minutes In addition, you may want to use Perfume of Courage (buff lost of death) and Tough Kit Tendon Elixirs. They're not usually
necessary for war with a touch. Other buffers that you may want to collect can be found here: [link] Levels are important and effect your hit options or options for CC. Higher skill levels significantly increase your damage as well. If you are a new or return player, you can use Olvia channels for a 200% exp boost. The AP is very important to rangers and if you want to be one of the
best, you need 200+ AP as soon as possible. You want to push for all AP add-ons and strengthen your weapons to get as much out of it as you can. Punctuality is essential for PvP. Target Kzarki Longbow and Bheg's Gloves. The red coral earring is also good for PVP, but it is not required. Mana Management If you have problems managing your mane, then there are some things
you can do to try and make it easier: Use the Magic Crystal of Infiniy – Extraction x2 on your weapon Use the Wind Waltz skill add-on: Instantly restore 3 MP/WP/SP to hit. Use Blasting Gust (Q cancel) on large groups of mobs to regen your mana quickly. Limit your mobility skills, such as Wind Step. I recommend checking out the ultimate ranger reference delta and succession
ranger guide to wally. These two guides really helped me to learn everything I know about Rangers and influenced the way I play, as well as the tips in this guide. I also want to give a shouting crit#7771 to the Ranger breakup for PVE and PVP addons listed in this guide. These are the accessories I use, with a little adjustment. It's also worth checking out his battle guide book.
Here are some useful links to check-out: 24/03/2017 – Added awakening skills, modified recommended grade skills, modified accessories section, added Kzarka, Nouver and Kutum weapons, added weapons, added accessories for skills added to other tips section. 26/03/2017 - Fixed knowledge images, modified skill names to match the game, added skills descriptions when
hovering over skill names. 22/12/2017 - General update: revised gear recommendations, skills add-ons, hidden data added, more information, modified consumables and crystal recommendations. 23/12/2017 – Fixed some issues with add-ons, adding some more information to select tools and skills combos. 06/03/2018 – Added absolute skills, revised consumer information,
updated crystal socket examples, updated skill combinations and descriptions, added examples of grade tools, updated tools recommend that they correspond to current meta. 12/04/2019 - Added Rabam Skills, widely hoped, updated recommendation tools to adjust current meta and game status. Updated skill descriptions, updated BiS crystals, updated accessories. 04/05/2019 -
Updated tools build with links to bdoplanner, Updated accessories for skills, adding newer links in useful links 16/05/2019 – Added dragon Slayer weapons and updated armor information, added i additional information for knowledge and updated combinations of abilities 13/06/2020 – Added information on sucession, added blackstar Updated equipment, updated games and
crystals 22/07/2020 – Updated useful links/credit section 30/07/2020 – updated building capabilities for the new new update, a link to the list of skills add-ons is added. List.
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